Recent type Ia supernovae data seem to favor a dark energy model whose equation of state w(z) crosses −1, which is a much more amazing problem than the acceleration of the universe. Either the case that w(z) evolves from above −1 to below −1 or the case that w(z) runs from below −1 to above −1, sometimes dubbed quintom A and quintom B, respectively, is consistent with present data. In this paper we show that it is possible to realize the behaviour of quintom A or quintom B by only a single scalar field in frame of Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati braneworld. At the same time we prove that there does not exist scaling solution in a universe with dust.
I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of dark energy is one of the most significant cosmological discoveries over the last decades [1] . However, the nature of this dark energy remains a mystery. Various models of dark energy have been proposed, such as a small positive cosmological constant, quintessence, k-essence, phantom, holographic dark energy, etc., see [2] for recent reviews with fairly complete list of references of different dark energy models. A cosmological constant is a simple candidate for dark energy. However, following the more accurate data a more dramatic result appears: the recent analysis of the type Ia supernovas data indicates that the time varying dark energy gives a better fit than a cosmological constant, and in particular, the equation of state (EOS) parameter w (defined as the ratio of pressure to energy density) may cross −1 [3] . The dark energy with w < −1 is called phantom dark energy [4] , for which all energy conditions are violated. To obtain w < −1, scalar field with a negative kinetic term, may be a simplest realization [5] . However, the EOS of phantom field is always less than −1 and can not cross −1. It is easy to understand that if we put 2 scalar fields into the model, one is an ordinary scalar and the other is a phantom: they dominate the universe by turns, under this situation the effective EOS can cross −1. There exists two category of this type of "quintom" model on the w−w ′ plane [6] : for quintom-A , at high redshift region the quintessence dominates, hence w > −1 and lately the phantom dominates with w < −1, and in the case of quintom-B the EOS changes from below −1 to above −1. The observation data mildly favor a quintom-A like universe, but also leave enough space for a quintom-B like one. Recently, the two-field quintom model has been investigated to some extent [7] . It is worthy to point out that there exists some interacting models, in which the effective EOS of dark energy crosses −1 [8] . More recently it has been found that crossing −1 within one scalar field model is possible, the cost is the action contains higher derivative terms [9] (see also [10] ). Also it is found that such a crossing can be * E-mail address: zhuzh@bnu.edu.cn realized without introducing ordinary scalar or phantom component in a Gauss-Bonnet brane world with induced gravity, where a four dimensional curvature scalar on the brane and a five dimensional Gauss-Bonnet term in the bulk are present [11] .
In this paper we suggest a possibility with effective EOS crossing −1 in brane world scenario with only a single scalar field. The brane world scenario is now one of the most important ideas in high energy physics and cosmology. In this scenario, the standard model particles are confined to the 3-brane, while the gravitation can propagate in the whole spacetime. As for cosmology in the brane world scenario, many works have been done over the last several years; for a review, see [12] and references therein. Brane world models admit a much wider range of possibilities for dark energy [13] . In an interesting braneworld model proposed by Dvali, Gabadadze and Porrati (DGP) [14] a late-time self-acceleration solution [15] appears naturally. In the DGP model, the bulk is a flat Minkowski spacetime, but a reduced gravity term appears on the brane, which is tensionless. In this model, gravity appears 4-dimensional at short distances but is altered at distance larger than some freely adjustable crossover scale r c through the slow evaporation of the graviton off our 4-dimensional brane world universe into an unseen, yet large, fifth dimension. The late-time acceleration is driven by the manifestation of the excruciatingly slow leakage of gravity off our four-dimensional world into an extra dimension. In this scenario the universe eventually evolves into a de Sitter phase, and the effective EOS of dark energy never comes across −1. The behaviour of crossing w = −1 of the effective dark energy on a DGP brane with a cosmological constant and dust has been studied in [16] .
This induced gravity correction arises because the localized massive scalars fields on the brane, which couple to bulk gravitons, can generate via quantum loops a localized four-dimensional world-volume kinetic term for gravitons [17] . Therefore, to investigate the behaviour of classical level of such a field is not only interesting for cosmology, but also important for analysesing the DPG model itself. The behaviour of the scalar in the early universe ,ie, the inflation driven by a scalar field confined to a DGP brane, has been investigated in [18] [19] . In the present paper we study some interesting properties of the scalar, including ordinary scalar and phantom, as dark energy, in the late time universe. We find effective EOS of the dark energy can cross −1 only by a single scalar: For ordinary scalar, the EOS runs from above −1 to below −1 ,evolving as quintom A in the negative branch, and for phantom, the EOS runs from below −1 to above −1, evolving as quintom B in the positive branch. As a byproduct, we prove that both for ordinary scalar and phantom, there does not exist scaling solution in a universe with dust in DGP brane world scenario.
In the next section we shall investigate our model in detail. And in section III, we present the main conclusions and some discussions.
II. THE MODEL
Let us start from the action of the DGP model
where
and
Here κ 2 5 is the 5-dimensional gravitational constant, (5) R is the 5-dimensional curvature scalar and the matter Lagrangian in the bulk. x µ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) are the induced 4-dimensional coordinates on the brane, K ± is the trace of extrinsic curvature on either side of the brane and L brane (g αβ , ψ) is the effective 4-dimensional Lagrangian, which is given by a generic functional of the brane metric g αβ and matter fields ψ on the brane.
Consider the brane Lagrangian consisting of the following terms
where µ is 4-dimensional reduced Planck mass, R denotes the curvature scalar on the brane, L m stands for the Lagrangian of other matters on the brane, and L φ represents the lagrangian of a scalar confined to the brane. Then assuming a mirror symmetry in the bulk, we have the Friedmann equation on the brane [15] , see also [11] ,
where H =ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter, a is the scale factor, k is the spatial curvature of the three dimensional maximally symmetric space in the FRW metric on the brane, and θ = ±1 denotes the two branches of DGP model, ρ denotes the total energy density, including dust matter and scalar, on the brane,
and the term ρ 0 relates the the strength of the 5-dimensional gravity with respect to 4-dimensional gravity,
where the cross radius is defined as r c κ 2 5 µ 2 . In quintom model, two scalar fields must be introduced for the crossing −1 of effective EOS of dark energy. We shall show that in our model only one field is enough for this crossing behaviour by aiding of the 5-dimensional gravity. Therefore, the accelerated expansion of the universe is due to the combined effect of the scalar and the competition between 4-dimensional gravity and the 5-dimensional gravity.
To explain the the observed evolving of EOS of effective dark energy, we calculate the equation of state w of the effective "dark energy" caused by the scalar field and induced gravity term by comparing the modified Friedmann equation in the brane world scenario and the standard Friedmann equation in general relativity, because all observed features of dark energy are "derived" in general relativity. Note that the Friedmann equation in the four dimensional general relativity can be written as
where the first term of RHS of the above equation represents the dust matter and the second term stands for the effective dark energy. Compare (8) with (5), one obtains the density of effective dark energy,
Since the dust matter obeys the continuity equation and the Bianchi identity keeps valid, dark energy itself satisfies the continuity equation
where p ef f denotes the effective pressure of the dark energy. And then we can express the equation of state for the dark energy as
where, from (10), (12) where p de represents the pressure of the dark energy.
Here we stress that it is different from p ef f . Clearly, if
is greater than 0, dark energy evolves as phantom; if
is less than 0, it evolves as quintessence; if d ln ρ de d ln(1+z) equals 0, it is just cosmological constant. In a more intuitionistic way, if ρ de decreases and then increases with respect to redshift (or time), or increases and then decreases, which implies that EOS of dark energy crosses phantom divide.
In the following two subsections, we shall analyze the dynamics of an ordinary scalar and a phantom in the late time universe on a DGP brane, respectively. We show both of them can cross the phantom divide: in the negative branch for an ordinary scalar; in the positive branch for a phantom.
A. Ordinary scalar field
For an ordinary scalar, the action in L φ of (4) reads,
Varying the action with respect to the metric tensor in an FRW universe we reach to
where a dot denotes derivative with respect to time. The exponential potential is an important example which can be solved exactly in the standard model. Also it has been shown that the inflation driven by a scalar with exponential potential can exit naturally in the warped DGP model [11] . In addition, we know that such exponential potentials of scalar fields occur naturally in some fundamental theories such as string/M theories. It is therefore quite interesting to investigate a scalar with such a potential in late time universe on a DGP brane. Here we set
Here λ is a constant and V 0 denotes the initial value of the potential. Then the derivation of effective density of dark energy with respective to ln(1 + z) reads,
If θ = 1, both terms of RHS are positive, hence it never goes to zero at finite time. But if θ = −1, the two terms of RHS carry opposite sign, therefore it is possible that the EOS of dark energy crosses phantom divide. In the following of this subsection we only consider the case of θ = −1. For a more detailed research of the evolution of the variables in this model we write them in a dynamical system, which can be derived from the Friedmann equation (5) and continuity equation (10) . We first define some new dimensionless variables,
The dynamics of the universe can be described by the following dynamical system with these new dimensionless variables,
a prime stands for derivation with respect to s − ln(1+ z), and we have set k = 0, which is implied either by theoretical side (inflation in the early universe) ,or observation side (CMB fluctuations [20] ). One can check this system degenerates to a quintessence with dust matter in standard general relativity. Note that the 4 equations (22), (23), (24), (25) of this system are not independent. By using the Friedmann constraint, which can be derived from the Friedmann equation,
the number of the independent equations can be reduced to 3. There are two critical points of this system satisfying
However, neither of them satisfies the Friedmann constraint (27). Hence we prove that there is no kinetic energy-potential energy scaling solution or kinetic energy-potential energy -dust matter scaling solution on a DGP brane with quintessence and dust. Since the equation set (22), (23), (24), (25) can not be solved analytically, we present some numerical results about the dark energy density. And one will see that in reasonable regions of parameters, the EOS of dark energy crosses −1. The stagnation point of ρ de dwells at
which can be derived from (17) and (27). One concludes from the above equation that a smaller r c , a smaller Ω m (which is defined as the present value of the energy density of dust matter over the critical density), or a larger Ω ki (which is defined as the present value of the kinetic energy density of the scalar over the critical density) is helpful to shift the stagnation point to lower redshift region. We show a concrete numerical example of this crossing behaviours in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 . For convenience we introduce the dimensionless density and rate of change with respect to redshift of dark energy as below.
where ρ c denotes the present critical density of the universe, and
The most significant parameters from the viewpoint of observations is the deceleration parameter q, which carries the total effects of cosmic fluids. q is defined as
which is also plotted in these figures for corresponding density curve of dark energy. In all the figures we set Ω m = 0.3 but with different Ω ki , λ, Ω rc , in which Ω rc is defined as the present value of the energy density of ρ 0 over the critical density Ω rc = ρ 0 /ρ c . From Fig 1, 2, and 3 , clearly, the EOS of effective dark energy crosses −1 as expected. At the same time the deceleration parameter is consistent with observations. As is well known, the EOS of a single scalar in standard general relativity never crosses the phantom divide, the induced term, through the "energy density" of r c , ρ 0 , plays a critical in this crossing. We see that a small component of ρ 0 , i.e. Ω rc = 0.01, is successfully to make the EOS of dark energy cross −1. The other note is that here the EOS runs from above −1 to below −1 ,phenomenologically evolving like quintom A. 
B. Phantom field
In this subsection we investigate a phantom field in DGP model. Most of the discussions are parallel to the last subsection. For a phantom field, the action in L φ of (4) reads,
A variation of the action with respect to the metric tensor in an FRW universe yields,
To compare with the results of the ordinary scalar, here we set a same potential as before,
The ratio of change of effective density of dark energy with respective to ln(1 + z) becomes,
To study the behaviour of the EOS of dark energy, we first take a look at the signs of the terms of RHS of the above equation. (−φ 2 + ρ dm ) represents the total energy density of the cosmic fluids, which should be positive. The term (1 + −φ 2 +2V +2ρ dm ρ0
) −1/2 should also be positive. Hence if θ = −1, both terms of RHS are negative: It never goes to zero at finite time. Contrarily, if θ = 1, the two terms of RHS carry opposite sign: The EOS of dark energy is able to cross phantom divide. In the following of the present subsection we consider the branch of θ = 1.
Similar to the case of an ordinary scalar, the dynamics of the universe can be described by the following dynam- ical system,
, and we have also adopted the spatial flatness condition. The definitions of x, y, l, b are the same as the last subsection. One can check this system degenerates to a phantom with dust matter in standard general relativity. Also the 4 equations (39), (40), (41), (42) of this system are not independent. Now the Friedmann constraint becomes
with which there are 3 independent equations left in this system. Through a similar analysis as the case of an ordinary scalar, we can prove that there is no kinetic energy-potential energy scaling solution or kinetic energy-potential energy -dust matter scaling solution on a DGP brane with phantom and dust. The equation set (39), (40), (41), (42) can not be solved analytically, therefore here we give some numerical results. Again, one will see that in reasonable regions of parameters, the EOS of dark energy crosses −1, but from below −1 to above −1.
The stagnation point of ρ de inhabits at
which can be derived from (38) and (44). One concludes from the above equation that a smaller r c , a smaller Ω m , or a larger Ω ki is helpful to shift the stagnation point to lower redshift region, which is the same as the case of an ordinary scalar. Then we show a concrete numerical example of the crossing behaviour of this case in Fig.  4 . The dimensionless density and rate of change with respect to redshift of dark energy become,
(47) The deceleration parameter q becomes,
which is plotted in the figure for corresponding density curve of dark energy. In this figures we also set Ω m = 0.3. Fig. 4 explicitly illuminates that the EOS of effective dark energy crosses −1, as expected. At the same time the deceleration parameter is consistent with observations. The EOS of a single phantom field in standard general relativity always less than −1, therefore, the 5 dimensional gravity plays a critical role in this crossing, though we see that the "geometric energy density" only takes a small component of the total density, i.e. Ω rc = 0.01. Finally, the most important difference of the dynamics between an ordinary scalar and the phantom of the crossing behaviour lies on the crossing manner: Here the EOS runs from below −1 to above −1 ,phenomenologically evolving like quintom B, while the effective EOS of an ordinary scalar evolves from above −1 to below −1, as shown in subsection A.
III. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
To summarize, this paper displays that in frame of DGP brane world it is possible to realize crossing w = −1 for the EOS of the effective dark energy of a single scalar.
For an ordinary scalar in the negative branch, the EOS transits from w > −1 to w < −1 like quintom A, while for a phantom in the positive branch, the EOS transits from w < −1 to w > −1 like quintom B. The deceleration parameter can be consistent with observations. In standard general relativity, the EOS of a single scalar never crosses −1, therefore, the five dimensional gravity plays an important role in this transition, although the competent of this "geometric energy density" ρ 0 over the critical energy density is very small. The other conclusion is that there does not exist scaling solution in a universe with dust on a DGP brane , neither in the positive branch nor in the negative branch. Fig. 2 shows that the deceleration parameter can exceed 0.5 in some high redshift region, which implies that the scalar may enter a kinetic energy dominated phase. And hence the energy density of scalar will exceed the density of dust in such region, which can spoil the successful predictions of structure formation theory. Therefore, we should treat the exponential potential as an approximation of a more appropriate potential, such as the tracker potential [21] , in low redshift region. The present model may fail at very high redshift region (such as z = 1000). How to construct a potential which can describe both the early universe and the late universe is our further work.
